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ABSTRACT 

Images are generated in many application areas such as image processing, multimedia, digital libraries, 
remote sensing, astronomy, database applications and other related area at a fast rate. A content-based 
image retrieval (CBIR) systems needs to provide an effective and efficient access to image databases, 
based on visual content which includes colour, shape, texture and spatial features. 

The research has focused on enhancing low-level image retrieval features in order to address transform 
invariance. In addition, this research has introduced a promising novel technique, which integrates 
both color and spatial information together in order to overcome the limitations of current systems. 

This research proposed the spiral bit-map signature for representing the spatial feature in colour-spatial 
image retrieval. The approach has been proven to be rotation invariant as well as able to locate 
contained image (partial-image) within other images. 
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ABSTRAK 

Penghasilan imej di dalam aplikasi seperti pemprosesan imej, multimedia, perpustakaan berdigit, 
penderiaan jauh, aplikasi penyimpanan data dan aplikasi lain pada kadar yang mendadak. Satu 
sistem penolehan inej diperlukan untuk menyediakan cara penolehan imej yang lebih cekap dan 
berkesan berdasarkan kepada kandungan visual imej termasuk ciri warna, rupabentuk, corak dan 
makluniat penaburan.. 

Penyelidikan ini menumpukan perhatian kepada memperkukuhkan ciri peringkat rendah dalam 
perolehan imej untuk mengatasi transformasi tidak varian. Selain itu, penyelidikan ini telah 
memperkenalkan satu teknikyang mengabungkan ciri warna dan maklumat penaburan bagi meiigatasi 
batasan yang dialami oleh sistem yang ada pada masa kini. 

Kajian ini telah memperkenalkan kaedah pusaran “bit-map ” untuk membentuk perwakilan bagi 
maklumat penaburan dalam teknologi perolehan imej berdasarkan warna and penaburannya. 
Pendekatan ini telah membuktikan bahawa ia adalah putaran tidak varian dan juga dikenalpasti 
berupaya mengenalpasti dan memperoleh kewujudan imej sebagai sebahagian (subset) daripada satu 
imej. 
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Figure 1.1 Content-Based Image Retrieval Framework 

This research is based on low level features emphasizing and highlighting colour-spatial 
based features in image retrieval. By just using a single low visual features such as colour, 
texture or shape alone. it is not sufficient to produce satisfactory and accurate results (Wung, 
2000). As spatial information is able to capture meaningful contents of images. it is 
generally accepted as an important feature to be integrated with visual features for image 
retrieval. 

Examples of Colour-spatial approaches include Chitkava et at, 2000; Chua et a/, 1997; 
Cinque et al, 1999; Jo and Urn, 2000, Kankanhalli et al, 1997; Wung, 2000. An effective 
colour-spatial approach is needed to achieve better accuracy, which effectively conform to 
human perception. 

The general structure of the image retrieval system is shown in Figure 1.2. It consists of two 
modules which are the query handler module and database builder module. The query 
handler provides a sample image and the system retrieves the most similar images based on 
a given query image. The Database builder module is used to store and inanage the images. 
Feature extraction process enables of extracting the features for either the query handler 
module or the database builder module. Similarity measurement is used to calculate the 
distance for all the images in database relative to the given query image. 
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addressed by all of the colour-spatial approaches mentioned. Significant problems include 
the failure to locate partial images and inability to detect rotations and feature scaling in 
image retrieval. The approaches (Chitkaru et at, 2000; Chua et ul, 1997, Cinque et al, 1999; 
Jo and Urn, 2000; Kunkanhulli et al, 1997; Wung, 2000) tend to be rotation invariant up to 
limited set of degrees of rotation and certain classes of images. However. all approaches 
mentioned did not address the ability to locate and retrieve partial images. 

In this research, a system combining the spatial and colour features is proposed to solve the 
existing problems mentioned. 

1.3 Objectives 

The objectives of the research are as follows: 

0 

0 To investigate and address the problems of current techniques of colour-spatial 

0 

0 

To study current colour-spatial similarity based image retrieval systems. 

similarity based images retrieval systems. 
To study and model spatial feature extraction and representation. 
To produce and design the system architecture by integrating spatial and colour features 
to handle existing problems and improve the accuracy of similarity measurement for 
image retrieval. 
To compare and contrast the performance of proposed approach. 0 

1.4 Significance Of The Research 

We evaluate feature and spatial queries to demonstrate the improved image query 
capabilities over existing content-based approaches. The outcome would explore the 
similarity measurement technique for the images by incorporating spatial feature in the 
similarity measurement process. With the incorporation of spatial and visual features 
paradigmwe aim to create a more effective, efficient and accurate system for retrieving 
colour images that conform to human perception. 

1.5 Scope 

This research focuses mainly on the study of suitability and usability of spatial features for 
image retrieval. The research explores on the integration of spatial feature and colour feature 
to demonstrate the improvement in terms of retrieval accuracy. The scope of this research 
will be focused on achieving rotation invariant and partial-images detection. 

1.6 Research Methodology 

The research is divided into three stages; the first stage is to survey and review related 
research in the area of colour and spatial similarity measurement. We investigate and 
address the problems of the current techniques of the spatial similarity based retrieval. This 
stage studies the requirements and specifications for the colour features and the spatial 
similarity measurement. The second stage concentrates on designing a solution for 
integrating spatial information with colour features in an image retrieval system. The final 
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